Hironaka's spectacular proof of resolution of singularities is built on a multiple and intricate induction argument. It is so involved that only few people could really understand it. The constructive proofs given later by Villamayor, Bierstone-Milman and Encinas-Villamayor presented important steps towards a better understanding of the reasoning. They describe an algorithmic procedure for resolution, using a local invariant to show that the situation improves under blowup. The centers of blowup are given as the locus where the invariant takes its maximal value. Despite this simple outset, the proofs are not easy, mostly because the de nition of the invariant requires to know the whole sequence of blowups having occurred so far in the resolution process. To make the invariant intrinsic and to patch the local constructions various equivalence relations have to be introduced. When trying to understand these proofs it became clear that to de ne the invariant it is actually not necessary to refer to the entire sequence of earlier blowups. It is su cient to have information on two sets of exceptional components at each stage of the process. Including this information to the resolution datum (called mobile in this paper) the invariant can be de ned directly without going back to the very beginning of the resolution process.
appearing in the main body of the text. Superscripts refer to the appendix. For notational convenience there appear rational powers of ideals. These could be avoided by raising the ideals to suitable powers, as will be indicated in parentheses. As taking the order commutes with powers, the exponents are treated as integers. The various constructions of the present paper are often justi ed only a posteriori through their role in the proof. This makes it hard to get a feeling for them at the moment when they are introduced. The expository paper Ha2] provides these justi cations ab initio. It shows how the constructions arise naturally when trying to prove resolution of singularities from scratch. We are indebted to Hironobu Maeda for very valuable references, and to G abor Bodn ar for many probing questions. Substantial improvements regarding the organization of the paper were suggested by a highly competent anonymous referee.
Idea of proof
Let J be the ideal de ning X in W. We want to transform J by a sequence of blowups into a simple form, i.e., so that the pull-back of J becomes a monomial principal ideal. The resolution of X will be then deduced from this monomialization. Let us place ourselves at a certain stage of the resolution process. We will have to decide on the center of the next blowup. The ideal J will stem from earlier blowups, so that exceptional components can be factored from J to a certain power. This factor will be noted down in what we call the combinatorial handicap. It is a (non-reduced) normal crossings divisor D in W supported by the current exceptional locus F so that J factors into J = M I with M the ideal de ning D in W, and some ideal I of W which is still unresolved. Our objective will be to lower the order o of I at the points of W by further blowups, until I becomes 1 and J = M is the required monomial. A separate argument will show that the monomialization of ideals implies the resolution of singular schemes.
Fix the above situation. The center Z of the next blowup : W 0 ! W should be a closed and globally de ned regular subscheme of W, which is transversal to the exceptional locus. In addition, we wish to have Z inside the top locus of I, i.e., in the set of points where the order of I in W is maximal. In particular, o = ord a I = ord Z I shall hold for all a 2 Z. Here, ord Z I denotes the maximal power of the ideal of Z in W which contains I. This will ensure that the order o 0 of the transform of I under the blowup of W with center Z will not increase. Once Z satis es these two conditions, we will have o 0 o for all points of the new exceptional component Y 0 = ?1 (Z) in W 0 , and the total transform of M will be an ideal M de ning again a normal crossings divisor in W 0 . By construction, the total transform J of J will factor into J = M I(Y 0 We are left to determine a suitable center Z, and to show that at the points where equality o 0 = o holds the situation has improved. Both tasks will be accomplished simultaneously by associating to J, D and F a local upper semicontinuous invariant i a (J). Its top locus will be the required center Z, and i a (J) will drop after blowup.
The crucial advantage in characteristic zero is that there exists locally at each point a regular hypersurface V of W whose successive transforms under any blowup with center inside V contain all equiconstant points, i.e., the points where the orders o 0 , o 00 , ... of the transforms of I remain constant (hypersurface of maximal contact). Choose such a V locally at a point a of W. Let Z be any center of blowup inside V . As the transform V 0 of V contains the points a 0 above a where o 0 = o it su ces to compare J and J 0 at points of V and V 0 , i.e., inside hypersurfaces. The idea then is to associate to J = M I and J 0 = M 0 I 0 ideals J ? and (J 0 ) ? in V and V 0 which reveal the expected improvement. Once we have constructed the appropriate ideal J ? we can apply induction on the dimension to nd the center and the invariant, since J ? lives in an ambient space of smaller dimension. In this way we may assume that we have already constructed a local upper semicontinuous invariant i a (J ? ) whose top locus prescribes a regular center Z ? in V such that blowing up V in Z ? makes i a (J ? ) drop (except if J ? is already resolved). If i a (J ? ) does not depend on any choices (in particular, not on the local choice of V ), the center will automatically be de ned globally. We will give the de nition of J ? in a moment. There arise two problems. The center Z ? associated to J ? may not be transversal to the exceptional locus F, and the transform of J ? under the blowup V 0 ! V with center Z ? may not coincide with the ideal (J 0 ) ? associated to J 0 in V 0 . If Z ? is not transversal to F, we have to solve this subproblem rst. Auxiliary blowups with smaller centers will make Z ? transversal to F, so that it can be really taken as center. Actually, J ? will be built up so that this subproblem is solved in parallel: we specify the components E of F to which Z ? may not be transversal, noted down in the transversal handicap, and then resolve the ideal Q = I V (E \V ) in V by auxiliary blowups. Once its weak transform has become 1, V and E will be separated from each other, and transversality holds since Z ? V . This separation cannot and need not be realized for the whole exceptional locus F: the components of F n E will a priori be transversal to Z ? and therefore do not a ect the transversality problem. Of course, the critical components E inside F have to be determined explicitly.
The second problem is handled by taking for (J ? ) 0 an intermediate transform between total and weak transform (the controlled transform; it is given by a number c, the control). For this, the required commutativity (J 0 ) ? = (J ? ) 0 is a check in local coordinates. It is here that we need to work with factorized ideals J = M I, because J and I will transform di erently. The controlled transform of J ensures commutativity while its order may increase, whereas the weak transform of I would not yield commutativity while its order decreases or remains constant. We see that everything concentrates on de ning the correct ideal J ? . This will be achieved through the coe cient ideal of I in V . It is obtained from I by expanding its elements with respect to a local coordinate de ning V in W and taking the ideal generated by (equilibrated powers of) its coe cients. To include the transversality problem, one has to take the coe cient ideal not of I but of a product I Q where Q de nes the possibly non-transversal components from E. Then Z ? will be contained in the top locus of Q, hence in all components of E. Therefore it will automatically be transversal to F. It remains to de ne the invariant i a (J). It is given as the vector i a (J) = (ord a I; ord a Q; m a ; i a (J ? )), where the component m a is of combinatorial nature. It only becomes relevant when J ? is already resolved and its invariant i a (J ? ) cannot improve. The invariant is considered with respect to the lexicographic order. It depends on J, D and E. If J ? is not resolved, we may assume by induction on the dimension that i a (J ? ) will improve when blowing up its top locus Z ? in V (the case of dimension of V equal 1 being trivial). Eventually, (ord a I; ord a Q) must drop. When the second component ord a Q drops, the transversality subproblem improves. After nitely many steps it is solved, ord a Q = 0. Larger centers become permissible. As i a (J ? ) continues to improve the rst component ord a I must also drop sometime. Now induction applies to prove that nitely many blowups yield ord a I = 0, which signi es that J = M is a monomial. The above considerations show that we need in each dimension informations on the divisor D formed by those exceptional components which can be factored from J and on the divisor E of exceptional components which may pose a transversality problem.
Therefore the combinatorial and the transversal handicap appearing in mobiles will consist of strings D n ; : : : ; D 1 and E n ; : : : ; E 1 of (strati ed) normal crossings divisors in W. They are global objects which do not depend on any local choices, and obey prescribed rules of transformations under blowup. Thus we can de ne the transform of a mobile under blowup, and its resolution. Mobiles are the maps we take with us on our trip through the Sahara: Every day we write down how the combinatorial and transversal handicap have transformed under the last blowup. The transformation rule for the handicaps will depend on the point of the blowup we are considering (i.e., on the value of the local invariant at this point). As the invariant is upper semicontinuous and hence induces a strati cation by locally closed sets, we will get strati ed divisors. The descent in dimension via local ideals J ? depends on the choice of the hypersurface V and yields strings of ideals J n ; : : : ; J 1 (with J n = J, J It then has to be shown that the top locus of i a (J) is in fact regular and transversal to the exceptional locus. This allows to choose it as the center of the next blowup. It remains to prove that the transform of the mobile in W 0 admits at each point a setup which is the transform of the setup of the initial mobile (commutativity), thus its invariant can be computed from the invariant below and must have decreased. As the invariant i a (J) can only drop nitely many times, it must eventually achieve its minimal value 0. In this case, ord a I = 0 and J = M as required.
The above proof is based on a cartesian scheme of induction: the descending horizontal induction on the dimension is combined with the vertical induction on the resolution invariant. In total, fourteen inductions are required. Once the relevant objects like mobiles, setups and their transforms are de ned properly, the inductions follow always the same pattern.
CONSTRUCTIONS Concepts
Throughout, we x a regular ambient scheme W and a regular locally closed ndimensional subscheme V of W. By The junior ideal J in V of an ideal K of W at a is the coe cient ideal coe V K of K in V if K is not bold regular or 1, and is set equal to 1 otherwise.
The scheme V has weak maximal contact with an ideal P of W at a if V maximizes the order of coe V P at a. It is osculating <6> for P if there is an f 2 P with ord a f = ord a P and ord a coe V f = ord a coe V P such that a f; = 0 for all with j j = ord a P ? 1 The following properties of osculating hypersurfaces will be used later (see below for proofs.) In characteristic zero, any a in W admits a neighborhood U and a hypersurface V of U which is osculating for P at all points of top(P) in U. If P 6 = 0; 1 then V contains top(P) \ U and satis es top(J P ; c P ) = top(P) for c P = ord a P and J P the coe cient ideal of P in V . Any V which is osculating for P has weak maximal contact with P. If V has weak maximal contact with P 6 = 1 then it has also weak maximal contact with any product K = P Q.
If V has weak maximal contact with P its weak transform V g under blowup of W in a regular center Z top(P) contains all points a 0 of W 0 where the order of P g has remained constant. If V is osculating for P, then V g is osculating for P g at these points. Hence, if V has weak maximal contact with K = P Q being osculating for P and if Z top(K) then V g has weak maximal contact with K g = P g Q g at all points a 0 of W 0 where ord a 0P g = ord a P, regardless of the order of K g at a 0 . That osculating with P implies weak maximal contact with P is a direct check on Newton polyhedra. The properties with respect to blowup are classical and proven by computing the transforms of the ideals in local coordinates for which the blowup reduces to a monomial substitution of variables. We show that weak maximal contact with P 6 = 0; 1 implies weak maximal contact with K = P Q. Let c, c P and c Q be the orders of K, P and Q. We may assume that Q 6 = 0; 1, so that all orders are positive and nite. Let J, J P and J Q be the associated coe cient ideals, and e, e P and e Q their respective orders in N f1g. We claim that e=c = minfe P =c P ; e Q =c Q g. The equality also holds when P is bold regular, in which case J P = 0 and e P = 1.
To prove the claim, we x local coordinates (x; y n?1 ; : : : ; y 1 ) at a in W with V de ned in W by x = 0. We treat rst the case of single elements f 2 P and g 2 Q. Their ) Let e f and e g denote the orders of the ideals generated by the equilibrated powers of the coe cients of f and g in J P and J Q respectively (not of the coe cient ideals of the ideals generated by f and g). The equality e f g =c = minfe f =c P ; e g =c Q g then follows from N(f g) = N(f) + N(g) by a computation in N n .
Write now elements h 2 K as h = P j a h;j (y) x j so that J = P j<c (a h;j ; h 2 K) c=c?j , and similarly for P and Q. There exists a nite generator set H of K such that J = P j<c (a h;j ; h 2 H) c=c?j . Let F and G be de ned analogously for P and Q. Each h 2 H is a linear combination of products f g with f 2 F and g 2 G. Enlarging F and G we may assume that all coe cients in the sum are 0 or 1. Replacing H by all summands of all h we obtain H = F G. The coe cients of the elements of the new H generate again J. By the formula above we get e=c = min h2H e h =c = = min fg2H min fe f =c P ; e g =c Q g = = min fmin f2F e f =c P ; min g2G e g =c Q g = = min fe P =c P ; e Q =c Q g.
This proves the claim. Assume now that V has weak maximal contact with P, i.e., that e P is maximal. If e P =c P e Q =c Q then e=c and hence e is already maximal, by the above formula. So assume that e P =c P > e Q =c Q , and that e=c = e Q =c Q is not maximal.
Increasing e Q =c Q by a coordinate change requires up to permutations a change (x; y) ! (x + g(y); y) with slope ord g = e Q =c Q .
Let P and Q be the resulting ideals. Then, as P 6 = 0; 1 and e P =c P > e Q =c Q , we get e P =c P = e Q =c Q , hence e=c = minfe P =c P ; e Q =c Q g = e Q =c Q remains constant, i.e., was already maximal. This shows that weak maximal contact with P 6 = 0; 1 implies weak maximal contact with K = P Q. Setups depend on and are determined by the choice of the local ag subject to the above conditions. They commute with the operations described in equivariance. Let Weak maximal contact may not persist under blowup, and osculating hypersurfaces are a characteristic zero device to achieve this persistence. For technical reasons it is appropriate to take W i osculating with P i+1 instead of K i+1 = P i+1 Q i+1 . The key point of the proof is the commutativity of the descent in dimension via coe cient ideals and the passage to points of the blowup where the order has remained constant. This allows descending induction on the dimension.
Transform of mobile
Suppose given a mobile with empty combinatorial handicap. By horizontal induction on the dimension it admits locally tuned setups. Thus the invariant is de ned. Its top locus is closed and regular and gives the center of the rst blowup. it will be independent of the choice of the ag. For n j i + 1, let T 0 j+1 be the locus of points in W 0 where (t 0 n ; : : : ; t 0 j+1 ) equals the value of (t n ; : : : ; t j+1 ) along Z. We In \Commutativity" it is shown, assuming that the assertions of the later section \Transversality" hold at the present stage W of the resolution process, that at points of W 0 where a truncation of the invariant at a certain index i has remained constant, the subsequent descent in dimension and the truncation at the next index i ?1 commute with blowup. This and the inclusions of \Top loci" allow to show in \De-crease of invariant" that the complete invariant cannot increase when passing from W to W 0 . From horizontal induction on the dimension then follows that it actually decreases. This in turn is used together with \Commutativity" and \Top loci" to show in \Transversality" that the handicaps in W 0 are normal crossings divisors and transversal to the next center. In this way, the circle of implications winds up like a spiral through the resolution process. The sections \Independence and semicontinuity" and \Order of coe cient ideals" show that the invariant does not depend on the local choices and is upper semicontinuous.
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Top loci Let (J n ; : : : ; J 1 ) be a punctual setup of M at a. Let As Z top(P j ) \ top(Q j ) for j > d and hence o j = ord a P j = ord Z P j and r j = ord a Q j = ord Z Q j we get on O 0 j from P 0 j = P g j and Q 0 j = Q g j for j > d 0 that
Observe that we have I 0 j = I g j on T 0 j+1 , whereas P 0 j = P g j holds only on O 0 j , by the very de nition of companion ideals.
As W i is osculating for P i+1 it has weak maximal contact with P i+1 and hence with K i+1 . As Independence and semicontinuity Suppose that we are given, locally on W, a truncated tuned setup J n ; : : : ; J i of a mobile (J ; c; D; E) with truncated invariant (t n ; : : : ; t i ). We prove by descending horizontal induction that (t n ; : : : ; t i ) is upper semicontinuous on W and independent of the choice of the setup.
In case i = n, the tag t n = (o n ; k n ; m n ) is constructed without choices in terms of the stalk J n of J , the control c n+1 and the divisors D n and E n . Its rst component o n is upper semicontinuous since it is the order of a coherent ideal. The de nition of P n and the coherence of D n imply that the order of P n is upper semicontinuous. As also E n is coherent, the order k n of K n = P n Q n is upper semicontinuous. The maximal tight shortcut N n of M n has by construction a tag m n which is upper semicontinuous. Hence t n = (o n ; k n ; m n ) is upper semicontinuous.
Assume that this holds for n; : : : ; i + 1. Fix a point b 2 W. Locally, (t n ; : : : ; t i+1 )
attains by semicontinuity at b its maximum. Choose closed subschemes W n ; : : : ; W i+1 of a neighborhood U of b where J n ; : : : ; J i+1 are de ned and induce at all points of U \ top(t n ; : : : ; t i+1 ) a truncated punctual setup of J .
After shrinking U there exists a closed hypersurface W i in W i+1 which has weak maximal contact with K i+1 at all points a of top(K i+1 ). By \Top loci" we know that if o i+1 > 0 then top(t n ; : : : ; t i+1 ) = top(K i+1 ). By \Order of coe cient ideals', ord J i depends only on the locus top(K i+1 ) and its transforms under the blowups 
Resolution of schemes
The resolution of mobiles is used to construct a strong resolution of reduced singular subschemes X of W <14> . We may assume that X is di erent from W, and that W is equidimensional. Let J be the ideal of X in W. 
